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Introduction
Traffic congestion has experienced significant growth and poses a substantial threat to the sustainability of many
urban environments. Congestion pricing, as a mechanism to alleviate congestion, has extensively studied in the
context of traffic management while remaining unpopular in practice among public. Opponents argue that equity
issue could arise by implementing congestion pricing since people value time and monetary cost differently. More
specifically, wealthier people tend to opt to utilize the toll routes during rush hour, while lower income individuals
opt out under congestion pricing schemes. Therefore, congestion pricing diverts the traffic generated by the lower
income groups and limits their transportation options disproportionately. As a more affordable alternative to driving,
public transportation has a great potential to address the equality of mobility issue. Researches show that poor public
transit, which indicates low geographic mobility, is associated with higher rate of unemployment thus less
opportunity to move upward economically (Kaufman et al., 2014; Chetty and Hendren, 2015). Empirical evidences
also suggest that public transportation is effective to reduce traffic congestion (Texas Transportation Institute, 2012).
Thus, to reduce traffic congestion while stemming the inequity associated with the pricing scheme, we propose to
improve public transportation simultaneously with the implementation of congestion pricing. This research focuses
on developing optimization model for simultaneous design of optimal toll scheme and the optimal investment
allocation to public transit making use of those funds under user heterogeneity. We further examine the performance
of the proposed mechanism on offsetting equity challenges derived from user heterogeneity, where the heterogeneity
specifically refers to the level of income segregation, as well as the level of geographic household segregation by
income.
Literature Review
Congestion pricing has been widely studied. On the topic of the congestion pricing revenue allocation, researchers
suggested that the revenue should be returned to the travelers via tax reduction to benefit low-income drivers and
non-drivers (Litman, 1996; Adler and Cetin, 2001; Arnott and Small, 1994; Bernstein, 1993; DeCorla-Souza, 1995;
Eliasson, 2001; Goodwin, 1989; Kalmanje and Kockelman, 2004; Poole, 1992). More recently, researchers
developed models focusing on the cross-subsidization between road network and public transit (Yang et al., 2004;
Nie and Liu, 2010; and Liu et al., 2009), where the cross-subsidization is realized by transit fare reduction by using
the congestion pricing revenue. However, elasticity research shows that travelers are approximately twice as
sensitive to travel time reduction as they are to fare reduction (Cervero, 1990; Dygert et al., 1977; Kemp, 1973;
Kraft and Domencich, 1972; Mayworm et al., 1980). Empirical evidence also shows that increase in automobile
costs is effective in improving transit penetration whereas decrease in transit fares is not as effective at attracting
automobile travelers (Gaudry, 1975; McLynn and Goodman, 1973; Wang & Skinner, 1984). Motivated by the
above, we propose to improve public transit by lowering transit travel time across transit network with the
investment raised by pricing the road network. We specifically consider the income segregation and geographic
segregation of travelers with different income levels. It could be inferred that the pattern and level of geographic
segregation could significantly impact the resultant investment allocation to transit that serves different areas. Thus,
the proposed scheme allows transit investment allocation to vary across transit lines. With regard to the toll
optimization, over the past few decades, optimal toll design under user heterogeneity has been investigated by
various researchers (Small, 1982; Cohen, 1987; Arnott et al., 1992, 1994; Lindsey, 2004; Small et al., 2005; van den
Berg and Verhoef, 2011b; Liu and Nie, 2011; Hall, 2013). The simultaneous optimization of investment allocation
over transit network along with toll price design on road network gives rise to a more complex network design
problem and requires a more complex solution procedure as a result. The network design problem (NDP) with
discrete decision variables is a combinatorial optimization problem that is NP-hard. Common approaches are based
on various assumptions to simplify the problems (Dantzig et al., 1979; Steenbrink, 1974; Boyce et al., 1973;
Holmberg and Hellstrand, 1998; Poorzahedy and Turnquist, 1982; Poorzahedy and Turnquist, 1982; Kim, 1990;

Yang and Yagar, 1994; Wong and Yang, 1997; Chiou, 1999; Gao and Song, 2002; Gao et al., 2004). Heuristic
methods have also been adopted to identify near-optimal solutions, such as simulated annealing, genetic algorithm,
tabu search and ant system (Cantarella et al., 2002; Friesz et al., 1992; Lee and Yang, 1994; Poorzahedy and
Abulghasemi, 2005; Yin, 2000). In this research, we retain the combinatorial nature of NDP and adopt a branch and
bound procedure to address with the integrality constraint on some decision variables.
Model
The formulation developed in this research is a nested Stackelberg game expressed as a bi-level optimization model.
The upper level model identifies the optimal feasible set of toll prices and optimal investment allocation across the
transit system, and the lower level computes the mode split and link assignment by origin-destination pair
responding to the upper level decisions. In the lower level, the distribution of automobile traffic across a road
network is governed by the principle that each individual driver selects the path that minimizes their travel disutility
(Wardrop, 1952). And the automotive share between taking transit and driving is estimated by the logit model. The
travel disutility for an individual is measured in units of time by converting the travel cost to time via the
corresponding value of time (VOT) for each income class of individuals. The transit travel time is composed by the
in-vehicle travel time, which is supposed to be constant, and the waiting time, which is determined by the transit
headway. As we propose to improve the transit system by decreasing travel time, in this model, the investment
allocated to a certain transit line is converted to the headway reduction on that transit line, where the investment is
derived from the collected toll revenue. The objective of upper level model is the maximization of social welfare
measured by the total travel time of all travelers. To minimize this total, the upper level model optimizes over the
toll prices on certain arcs and the amount of those funds used to subsidize each transit route.

Illustrative Case Study
An illustrative case study is developed based on the highway network structure for the cordon-based Electronic
Road Pricing (ERP) system in downtown Singapore (Liu, 2011). The highway network consists of 33 nodes and 104
links, where each node represents an origin/destination of travelers. We assume a stylized population made up of
three classes defined by three distinct values for VOT, estimated by the hourly income and referred to as Lower
class, Middle class, and Upper class. Each class is assumed to have a population of 21,600, and the three classes of
users are distributed among 9 origin-destination pairs. A transit network is developed assuming that all origindestination trips can be made using transit. To examine the performance of proposed scheme on user heterogeneity,
we consider three VOT distributions with different levels of variation but same average value, which is VOT1 (low
variation), VOT2 (high variation), and VOT3 (no variation). We also consider three levels of geographic segregation
as “Uniform” (no segregation), “Mixed” (medium segregation), and “Split” (completed segregation). We experience
with all the possible scenarios combining different levels of income segregation and different levels of geographic
segregation. The computational time of the proposed algorithm require running the user-equilibrium models 11,340
times averagely, and 90% of the progress made in reducing the objective function value was accomplished with
about 48% of those models being solved. The results suggest that the total travel disutility of all travelers experience
an average decrease by 25% after implementing the optimal toll and transit improvement suggested by the proposed
cross-subsidy scheme throughout all the scenarios. As for the user heterogeneity concerns, we observe that lower
income individuals benefit more from the mechanism when there is larger income inequality, while there is the
possibility that some the middle and upper income travelers experience increases in generalized travel disutility.
And when the sorting of residential distribution is more uneven, it is easier to subsidize lower income individuals by
tolling the road network and investing in their local transit line. We illustrate the inequality in the benefit distribution
of the proposed cross-subsidy mechanism with Lorenz curves (Lorenz, 1905) in Figures 1 and 2. In the figure, top x
percentage of household is plotted on the x-axis, and the y-axis gives the percentage of the total generalized travel
disutility reduction. Since we have observed that the lower income class benefit more from the proposed
mechanism, the Lorenz curves in Figure 1 and 2 rank the population from higher income to lower income on the xaxis, which is the reverse of the common use of the Lorenz curve to evaluate income inequality. Figure 1 and Figure

2 also give the Gini coefficient (Gini, 1912), which is the ratio of the darker grey area between the Lorenz curve and
the diagonal (the line of perfect equality) and the triangular area which is all the area beneath the line of perfect
equity. The inequality of benefit distribution quantified by Figure 1 and Figure 2 can be interpreted as how much
more the lower income users benefit than the higher income users. The grey areas along with the corresponding Gini
coefficients confirm that for a certain level of geographic segregation, the benefit distribution inequality is higher
when there is higher income inequality. And given a certain level of income variation, the inequality in the benefit
distribution is higher when there is more geographic segregation.

Conclusion
This research develops a bi-level optimization model comprised of interacting Stackelberg games to
simultaneous optimize optimal toll prices on the charged links over road network and the investment allocations to
the different routes in a transit network given multi-class travelers. A new solution procedure based on a hybrid
algorithm to solve the problem has been developed. We specifically examine the performance of proposed
mechanism on the heterogeneous travelers, where the heterogeneous is evaluated from two aspects, income variation
and geographic segregation, respectively. The model and the solution procedure have been applied to an illustrative
example, and the results demonstrate the potential for this framework to identify tolling and associated transit
improvements that can offset the equity challenge of congestion pricing related to economically disadvantage
individuals (generally with all individuals better off than prior). It also shows that higher levels of geographic
segregation based on income class makes it easier to target specific populations to raise revenue and as well as
specific populations to receive the benefits that stem from the collection of those revenues. Further, with higher
income inequity, higher income individuals are harder to shift from highway, thus they are easier to be targeted for
tolls, and the lower income group can be subsidized more. There are opportunities for future research in three areas.
First, as ride-hailing service has attracted close to 5 million members globally and is projected to rise to above 250
million users in five years (Institute of Transportation Studies at University of California, Davis, 2017), we are now
working on extend the model to include ride-hailing mode, to examine the potential effect resulted from the rapidly
growing deployment of ride-hailing service. Second, this research has only considered modifying the headway on
existing routes. It may be that important benefits can be achieved by modifying the transit routes themselves.
Finally, the static and deterministic representation of peak period commuting we have adopted could be extended to
address dynamic and stochastic travel demands.

Figure 1. Inequality curve on benefit redistribution for Split and Mix cases given VOT1 & 2

Figure 2. Inequality curve on benefit redistribution for Uniform cases given VOT1 & 2
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